...To get a clear picture of the Coronavirus I highly recommend Pro-MED Mail, it is the reporting site for the International Society for Infectious Diseases...

https://promedmail.org/

...here you find reporting without the hype of the MSM…

Meet Steve, a New Kind of Aurora Borealis
Short for Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement, Steve was first spotted by a citizen scientist, and sure is pretty.


...you can see the added color to the aurora in image below…
…using the null school Earth map from the “space” setting to see the aurora, to 10 hPa, to 70 hPa, to 250 hPa and the jet stream you can see we are pumping so much into space we are disrupting the aurora…the southern jet stream crossing the equator and joining the northern jet stream is having quite the effect…
Strong Thermal Emission Velocity Enhancement…the Earth’s northern jet stream, streaming up and out into space and screwing with the magnetic field…for me that is a signal of a very real problem, it may be pretty to look at but that doesn’t make it a good thing, quite the opposite in my mind…

Citizen Scientists Discover a New Auroral Form: Dunes Provide Insight Into the Upper Atmosphere


…the paper in PDF form Palmroth_et_al-2019-AGU_Advances…I started to read it, it is rather technical and a thick read, didn’t get too far…I have some other stuff in my climate emergency pages that may apply and be of interest as well, I try digging for it later…in the meantime read this link to Arctic News/ Blogspot…

Noctilucent clouds indicate more methane in upper atmosphere

https://arctic-news.blogspot.com/search/label/Noctilucent%20clouds

…Thursday, September 6, 2012, yes, that is the correct date for the link above and just think of how much more in gases we have pump up there…think it isn’t making a difference?…
...in other spaced out news...we could have a King by Sunday...

TREASON
18 U.S. Code § 2381 - Treason

Whoever, owing allegiance to the United States, levies war against them or adheres to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort within the United States or elsewhere, is guilty of treason and shall suffer death, or shall be imprisoned not less than five years and fined under this title but not less than $10,000; and shall be incapable of holding any office under the United States.


“...or adheres to their enemies...”

GOP theory for Trump acquittal could unleash unrestrained power

Trump's Republican defenders are seizing on stunning arguments and limited criteria for defining the abuse of power and impeachment laid out by Alan Dershowitz

screenshot of CNN
McConnell is expected to move quickly to acquit Trump if witness vote fails Friday


...alan dirtiwitch and moscow mitch have sold the USA to pave the road to putin, all roads lead to putin…isn’t that what you wanted? all you treasonous republicans? …any vote against witnesses in the trial of djt is a vote for Treason and the shredding of the Constitution...

‘Apologia for Authoritarianism’: Trump Lawyer Argues President Can Do Whatever He Wants to Boost Reelection Chances

“They are saying that abuses of power in order to get reelected could be considered in the national interest and therefore not impeachable. If that doesn’t worry you I just don’t know what to say.

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/01/30/apologia-authoritarianism-trump-lawyer-argues-president-can-do-
Trump attorney Alan Dershowitz: “If a president does something which he believes will help him get elected in the public interest, that cannot be the kind of quid pro quo that results in impeachment.”

...alan dirtiwitch is obviously crazier than a loon, as they say, but what about all those other crazy fascists, the republicans ???and just maybe a few demo’s as well ???...

GOP theory for acquittal could unleash Trump

#WeWantWitnesses takes off on Twitter as Americans demand justice
Senate Republicans make clear: It’s not about Ukraine. It’s about ending American democracy for good

We can all stop pretending Republicans want to preserve the republic. They don’t

Senate Intelligence Committee chair Richard Burr told reporters he has “no problem” with foreign involvement in U.S. elections.

‘People, Poor Disabled People in Particular, Are Going to Die’: Trump Takes Axe to Medicaid

“Trump wants to destroy Medicaid while claiming to save it. This fiendish scheme is an Orwellian fable conjured up by the most shameless pack of liars to ever occupy our government.”

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2020/01/30/people-poor-disabled-people-particular-are-going-die-trump-takes-axe-medicaid

…this effects me and some 70 million other people…this is domestic terrorism, make no mistake…
Weaver's Corner